Abstract -HTTP (Hyper Text Transport Protocol) adaptive streaming techniques suffers from start-up latencies and video stalls which impair Video Quality of Experience (QoE). We deal with these issues in 4 steps: i) we analyze the advantages of variable bit rate encoded streams on Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) streaming and assess the impact of chunk sizes on video quality and scene complexity; ii) we propose a novel machine learning framework through a Gaussian Mixture model k-means clustering to isolate video stall events, the Machine Learning Pipeline runs these Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithms to accurately predict the occurrence and duration of video stalls; iii) we employ Software Defined Networking (SDN) based OpenFlow controller to dynamically switch, re-prioritize tracks and chunk sizes across tracks to improve the overall Video QoE; iv) we further optimize this through an intelligent prediction of video stall occurrence and stall duration in accordance with network traffic conditions and scene complexity without compromising video quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Globally, Video traffic over the internet is projected to be 82 percent of all consumer internet traffic by 2021 according to Cisco [1] . It is also estimated that internet video traffic will grow four-fold between 2016 to 2021. Although On-demand video streaming dominates the video streaming traffic on the internet today, Live internet video is projected to grow 15-fold from 2016 to 2021 accounting for 13 percent of internet video traffic by 2021. Despite the obvious demand and rising popularity of streaming applications, video streaming continues to struggle with delivering video with guaranteed quality of service reliably due to varying network conditions and load. However, despite several developments delivering best-in class video quality over IP, especially in live video streaming, still presents a host of challenges. Significant amongst these challenges are network delays/jitters, video freezes and packet losses due to network congestion as studied by several researches [18] [19] [20] [21] . The core problem of preventing downstream network congestion due to an increased traffic in proportion the number of users (live stream traffic increases proportionately with increase in user request) and consequently there is a reduction in available bandwidth overall. Adaptive Bit Rate HTTP Live Streaming or HLS proposed by Apple [23] and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [22] adopted by the broader industry) streaming is a mechanism that works on the principle of temporal segmentation of video across multiple bit rates of the encoded video. This technique helps improve user perception of content quality, in networks with uncertain bandwidth by switching to lower bitrate streams smoothly but does not address the core problem of minimizing traffic congestion for live streaming. According to Seufert et al [2] , Video stalls & startup latencies are two of the major factors impacting Video Quality of Experience (QoE) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] for video delivery as proven in various studies. Of these two major factors, several techniques including reduced HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) segment sizes, pre-warming or preloading manifests & pre-buffering segments based on past user viewership patterns, popular channels etc. have been researched and experimented in the past to minimize startup latency of live video streaming. Dobrian et al [5] prove that Video stall is the single largest contributor and impact metric in assessing user engagement & video QoE.
A. Video Stalls
Video stalls occur due to a player buffer underrun which causes video playback to stop. Video player buffer underrun occurs when the average network throughput for the video streaming client is lower than the streaming bit rate causing the buffer to deplete, eventually leading to a point when playback cannot continue any more. Video playback cannot resume until the playout buffer has enough data to continue playback. Video stalls are mainly caused by buffering delays due to network traffic congestion and is particularly observable in live TV due to two primary reasons: First, the video player buffer tends to be shorter for live streaming so that live-lag delay (delay of the video stream playback as compared to same content being available on broadcast) can be minimized. Second, live streaming manifests are updated constantly at the origin and from thereon in the content delivery networks by the encoding pipeline which prevents manifests & segments from being pre-cached beyond the buffer levels in advance. These inefficiencies hamper the overall video quality significantly resulting in a poor end user video quality of experience. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses previous work on analyzing video stalls and predicting re-buffering ratio. Then, Section III gives an overview of the Learning based framework -is built using machine learning pipeline based on K-SVM [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] that uses k-means clustering to correctly group the most significant video stall events and then runs these selected samples through a 2-norm soft margin SVM classifier to predict the occurrence and duration of video stalls. Section IV describes how the Video Stall Optimizer module runs on top of the SDN controller that we built [8] earlier to either a) prioritize video segments for guaranteed video delivery during a network congestion/video stall event and or b) switch to a lower bit rate variant in anticipation of a video stall to ensure a smooth streaming experience for the end client. Section V presents experimental results that analyzes the performance K-SVM based classifier with other popular classifiers such as AdaBoost, GradientBoost, Random Forest & regular SVM [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and we show through extensive data analysis from real production logs that K-SVM based classifiers can predict video stalls, both occurrence and duration on trained videos with high fidelity and accuracy of about 97% for trained videos while the accuracy on untrained videos is more than 92% and Video Stream Optimizer takes proactive action to prioritize and reroute video traffic to avoid video stalls based on this prediction. Finally, Section VI gives conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior work on video stall analysis and improvements have primarily focused on analyzing the impact of video stalls on overall video QoE, analyzing the impact of network congestion on video stalls, video stall prediction based on chunk sizes, network throughput etc. Krishnan et al [4] showed that with each incremental delay of 1 second spent waiting for video to playback, essentially video stalling, results in a 5.8% increase in viewer abandonment rate. They also infer that viewers tend to watch video for lesser duration as they experience more rebuffering due to video stalls. Vasilev et al [6] propose a Bayesian network model to predict re-buffering ratio or the Stall variable and try to improve the accuracy of prediction through Logistic regression. Zanforlin et al [10] expressed video QoE in terms of the average structural similarity or SSIM index and use this to tag videos with polynomial co-efficients that provide a compact description of its specific SSIM behavior. They further cluster these SSIM characterized video tags into QoE classes and run them through resource management algorithms to handle traffic shaping during network congestion. However, our novel approach looks at measuring stall variable, both in terms of its occurrence and its duration, considering scene-complexity, network access round trip time, chunk size downloaded before and after a stall and the video bit rate variant requested by clients while examining the video session in its entirety. Dimopolous et al [7] considers chunk sizes in predicting video stalls of the video session but does not factor scene complexity, impact of network congestion etc. into consideration. Petrangeli et al [11] provide an innovative Machine Learning framework that studies & predicts video freeze prediction. However, their approach performs classification purely based on measurements obtained by the SDN controller without considering video & client configuration and assumes no knowledge of client request of various chunks at various bit rates chunk sizes or their duration. To the best of our knowledge, none of the prior work, consider that adaptive streaming clients are tuned to look for the peak bit rate mentioned in the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) manifest/playlist files as the advertised playback bit rate. Also, most of the research is focused around Constant Bit Rate (CBR) based ABR streams while the prime focus and novelty of our work is to study & analyze the impact of scene complexity and chunk sizes on Variable Bit Rate (VBR) [37] based ABR streams and how we can use this apriori knowledge to learn and predict the occurrence and duration of video stalls. This is made possible through Machine learning framework running K-SVM algorithm [9, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] as proposed by Yao et al [9] . Our work also extends to using the video stall & QoE related predictions to optimally shape video traffic through the network during congestion to ensure higher video QoE.
III. VIDEO STALL PREDICTION USING K-SVM BASED LEARNING FRAMEWORK
This section describes the architecture, design & implementation of the K-SVM based Machine Learning framework for predicting video stalls. The core component of this framework is a Video Stall Predictor module. The Video Stall predictor dynamically decides whether a particular chunk/segment being requested by UE (User Equipment) clients is going to experience a stall or buffering at the UE client based on various features or attributes such as average bit rate of the chunk requested, network throughput or congestion metrics, chunk size etc. 
A. Factors Influencing/Causing Video Stall
Next, we critically examine the parameters/metrics that cause/influence video stall or buffering to occur at the Similarly, although network traffic reaching bandwidth thresholds has a high degree of correlation with lower Video QOE, it is entirely possible for a link or resource to be at close or maximum capacity without causing subscribers to suffer a lower QoE. Critically, though, there is an underlying assumption that link or resource capacity has a fixed maximum capacity, but this is not necessarily the case either for mobile access networks or for fixed access networks. As a practical result, it is impossible to pick a threshold that is guaranteed to be below the point at which congestive collapse begins. More so, it is difficult to predict the bandwidth threshold at which network congestion starts to affect Video QoE and practically impossible to peg a threshold below which network congestion deteriorates irreversibly. Similar conclusions can be drawn for packet loss as well. It would be ideal if there was one standard metric to measure network congestion which could then be used to analyze and predict when network congestion is triggered. Unfortunately, there is no single metric that provides a good indication of when network congestion is triggered. Instead we look at metrics that have a direct correlation with network congestion, preferably a metric that is caused by network congestion. Round Trip Time on the access network (Access Round Trip Time -aRTT) is one such metric. It has been proven through several research studies [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] that aRTT increases dramatically when congestion is present, but it also has high correlation with subscriber assessments of quality of experience. Hence it is safe to state that access round trip time provides for one of the best possible congestion detection mechanisms today.
When implemented in real-time, on a per-link basis, such an approach informs the SDN controller precisely where, when, and for whom congestion is manifesting. As shown in Fig 1, ABR Streaming is traditionally designed for CBR encoded streams. Each track is encoded in CBR by the multi-bit rate ABR Encoder as part of the server AV pipeline. Currently we are seeing major services like Hulu & Netflix moving to VBR while a majority of MPVDs still operate on CBR. However, the challenge is that client adaptation schemes do not account for the VBR encoding within the stream and still expect CBR streams. Client ABR adaptation typically uses the peak bit rate as an indicative size of every segment. This frequently leads to very conservative bitrate choices affecting the overall Video QoE when there are variations in network throughput resulting in a stream switch. VBR is known to have better quality to bits ratio compared to CBR providing significant network bandwidth savings. Encoding quality can also be characterized as a function of video chunk size. Encoding quality varies across segments of different sizes, i.e. larger size segments have low quality versus smaller segments have higher quality. From Figure 2 below, it is clear that larger segments get low quality in the same track while larger segments also correspond to more complex scenes. This effectively means that more complex scenes get low quality in the same track. Innately the ABR streaming adaptation on the clients pick a lower quality track when there is a network congestion to minimize video buffering. However, this is quite contrary to what one would expect as it is important to ensure good quality playback for complex scenes. Good adaptation schemes should be scene-complexity aware. It's difficult to deliver good quality track when complex scenes are involved in today's ABR streaming adaptation. However, we can use relative segment size to infer scene complexity to deliver better quality segments for complex tracks. Since relative chunk size within a track is a good measure of scene complexity, our unique solution proposes using chunk size to also ensure better Video QoE by ensuring that a higher quality track is delivered within the constraints of the available bandwidth when network congestion occurs. This is a critical consideration for the Video Stall predictor and Video Stream Optimizer components of our solution to maintain a high video fidelity while minimizing video stalls during network congestion. As Dimopoulos et al [8] point out, chunk size is also a key factor in predicting video stalls. There is a strong correlation between video stalls and chunk sizes. From Fig  3 below , we observe that whenever video stalling occurs, we see a corresponding sharp reduction in chunk size. Further from the example below, it is apparent that there is significant drop in chunk sizes requested by the clients when the network experiences congestion as depicted in the second graph which shows corresponding increases in access round trip time. As we established earlier, access round trip time is one of the best measures of network congestion. This observation can also be validated by client's ABR streaming behavior which switches down to a lower bit rate stream if the player is rebuffering since chunk sizes for lower bit rate video segment are smaller than that of higher bit rate video segment. 
B. Video Stall Predictor Module
The SDN based Open Flow Controller enforces its prioritization algorithm upon every client request for a new chunk of video segment to be downloaded. This prioritization logic is primarily dependent on the Video Stall Predictor module and Video Stream Optimizer Modulekey components that lie at the core of our unique solution. The Video Stall Predictor is designed to detect the occurrence of a video stall before & during a chunk request download by the client. It performs the prediction by analyzing the chunk sizes of HTTP ABR requests made by the client, the network access round trip time measured by the SDN controller during the video session and the video bit rate of the chunk being requested by the client. The predictor handles the stall classification problem by initially clustering the data through K-means clustering. K-means is a clustering algorithm that has high efficiency especially with large data sets. Since K-means is an unsupervised learning algorithm, the result clusters are not known before executing the algorithm. Since it may take a few iterations to decide on the number of groups as input and measure of similarity plays a key role in improving the accuracy of the clustering. Since video stalls occur rather infrequently within a video session, determining the initial clusters & centroids which is key to the success of clustering and inherently increases the possibility of converging to a global optimum. The primary inputs for the Video Stall Predictor are:
• segsizeABR, the chunk size of the video segment being requested by clients on the User Equipment;
• ΔsegsizeABR, the difference between two consecutive chunk sizes of the video segment requested by clients;
• aRTT, the network access round trip time when streaming requests are made by the client • ΔaRTT, the difference in network access round trip time for consecutive streaming requests made by the client;
• videoBitRate, the requested segment quality level, which is expressed as an integer ranging from 0 (the lowest level) to videoBitRate_Max (the maximum quality level, different from video to video and not available to the controller);
• ΔvideoBitrate, the difference between the qualities of two consecutive segment requests. The decision boundary between clusters, in our context, major stalls & no stalls as well as major stalls and minor stalls takes relatively fewer iterations through K-means clustering as the location of points along the decision boundary between these clusters can be classified with a cluster based on determining their Euclidian distance based on determining the data distribution in feature space(as captured above) and fine-tuning the location of the decision boundary accordingly. However, the decision boundary between minor stalls and no stalls is relatively fuzzy and is prone to misclassification. The objective of our approach is to leverage the clustering algorithm to select the misclassification points based on the differences of their labels and those of their neighbors, shortlist some of the most informative samples for training the Support Vector Model(SVM). This significantly reduces the size of the training set effectively. Essentially, we check the labels of N-nearest neighbors of data points for whom the cluster label is different from their true label indicating that they are on the edge region of the two clusters. In other words, it's easy to misclassify a minor stall as a no stall and vice versa. In order to prevent this from occurring, it is important to consider data points that are similar to that of the minor stall (or no stall) and use these to train the SVM model.
We use a modified version of the SVM classifier called 2-norm soft margin SVM. When the two classes are not linearly separable (e.g., minor stall and no stall), the condition for the optimal hyper-plane can be relaxed by including an extra term:
For minimum error, should be minimized as well as , and the objective function becomes:
Here is a regularization parameter that controls the trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing the training error. Small C tends to emphasize the margin while ignoring the outliers in the training data, while large C may tend to overfit the training data. When , it is called 2-norm soft margin problem:
Note that the condition is dropped, as if , we can set it to zero and the objective function is further reduced.) Alternatively, if we let , the problem can be formulated as
The algorithm based on 1-norm setup, when compared to 2-norm algorithm, is less sensitive to outliers in training data. When the data is noisy, 1-norm method should be used to ignore the outliers. We decided to deploy the 2-norm soft margin SVM since our data is curated, cleansed for any noise and k-means clustering further ensures that only data samples with massive information (both properly classified and misclassified data sets) are passed for training on the SVM model. This further improves the sensitivity of the prediction in terms of missing minor stalls or worse, predicting no stalls as minor stalls. This method of selecting samples ensures not only that the scale of the sample but also improves the accuracy of the prediction and avoids overfitting. The sample space is efficiently minimized through K-means clustering and the final training data for SVM are considered from the clustering result. Since they contain massive information about the clusters, they contribute to building the 2-norm soft margin SVM model with high fidelity and accuracy. 
A. Video Stream Optimizer Module
Chunk sizes of ABR segments are measured by Video Stream Moniker service running on the SDN Controller. This service monitors the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) manifests being downloaded by the clients, the specific variant tracks being downloaded and also measures the duration and size of each chunk being downloaded by the clients. The risk of freezes is directly proportional to network access round trip time being measured by the OpenFlow SDN controller and the chunk size being downloaded by the client during the video streaming session: when congestion is high, video stalls are more likely to occur. ΔvideoBitRate & ΔaRTT are good indicators of whether the network throughput is improving or not. The risk of a video stall decreases when network throughput improves. In other words, the probability of occurrence of a video stall is low when ΔvideoBitRate is greater than zero and ΔaRTT is lesser than or equal to zero. ΔvideoBitRate is an important feature input for the Video Freeze predictor, as it factors in the playback buffer state of the client.
The high-level software architecture blocks of video stall predictor and video stream optimizer are show in Figure 5 above. During steady state the SDN controller relies on the Video Stall predictor to detect when a client is close to video stall condition and the Video Stream Optimizer module. There are no video stalls in this condition on the client. When the network starts to choke, and available network bandwidth drops, ΔaRTT continues to increase, the clients have to wait longer the segment to complete download before initiating the download of the next segment. This results in a reduction of video chunks in the playback buffer and can result in a video stall potentially. As discussed before, the increase ΔaRTT beyond a certain threshold can be used as a trigger to predict this video stall condition. This estimate along with the ΔsegsizeABR allows the Video Stall Predictor to predict accurately when the stall occurred along with the duration of the stall, since the predictor can estimate the video stall condition fairly accurately by tying in the increase of ΔaRTT threshold with the decrease in ΔsegsizeABR. The last two inputs, videoBitRate and ΔVideoBitRate, factor in the client behavior. Based on ABR logic of the clients, the player requests for a lower bit rate stream when network throughput is lower or the playback buffer within the client is low. In steady state, if the player is streaming a higher video bitrate then it is more prone to a video stall.
These measurements are highly valuable for video stall prediction. Clients would only increase the video bitrate requested only when they perceive that the network available bandwidth is higher. When the Video Stall predictor predicts a major stall outcome, the Video Stream Optimizer enforces traffic prioritization for the client requesting the video segment. The Video Stream Optimizer determines when and whether a client request has to be served through network Quality of Service (QoS) prioritization by judging and evaluating alternate path weights through Djikstra's algorithm and selecting the best end to end video path through Kruskal's algorithm as proposed in the earlier work done by Natarajan et al [8] .
The Video Stream optimizer leverages the best alternate video server source for serving the chunk during a network congestion and prioritizes this traffic over others to guarantee quicker delivery of the video segment. The scenecomplexity analyzer component within the Video Stream Optimizer analyzes the best quality track that can be delivered within the constraints of available network bandwidth through the network access round trip estimates. This is done by looking at the chunk sizes for the entire video stream/session instead of looking at the next video chunk to be delivered to ensure consistent video quality is delivered throughout the video session instead of bouncing across different variant tracks that may result in a poorer overall video. The Video Optimizer module avoids congesting the stream prioritization queues and allows a fair share of network bandwidth across all clients. This video stall detection is performed by a neural network based on the inputs mentioned above including chunk size, network access round trip time, the requested quality level and the number of consecutive stream prioritization experienced by a client.
The video stall prediction module predicts the probability of occurrence of a video stall event and video stream optimizer provides the best alternate path & prioritizing the video stream for next video segment requested. These two modules working together ensure a better prediction of video stall events due to network congestion, video player buffer under-run events with an accuracy of 97% for trained videos and 92% for untrained videos and resolve video stalls using a better alternate path for video segment delivery and or prioritizing video segments through SDN controller led flow control priority The OpenFlow based Floodlight SDN network was simulated using Mininet & Open vSwitch (OVS) connected to a custom built SDN controller. Floodlight is an open source project and we developed a working application to monitor, predict and control QoS on Floodlight based SDN controller. On the physical network, this was implemented using multiple Raspberry PIs(acting as server, client nodes etc.) running OVS and are configured using the modified Floodlight based SDN controller. A major component of the Video QoE framework is the video stall predictor. Based on inputs such as video chunk size, the rate at which chunk size requests by clients increase or decrease, the network access round trip latency, rate of change of access round trip time and the video bit rate requested by the clients, the video stall predictor is able to predict the occurrence of video stalls. The video stall predictor is based on the K-SVM algorithm since K-means clustering improves the scaling efficiency and accuracy of the training samples by grouping the stall & no stall event classes and this data set is trained through SVM which generates optimal hyperplanes to accurately predict major stall, minor stall and no stall events. A large number of video streaming HAS logs and SDN network QoS related logs were collected to accurately train the video stall predictor model. Each data point of the training set is associated with a segment request made by a client and the associated QoS Network Monitor Service logs from the SDN controller and is composed of the six inputs of the predictor (see Section III) and a label (from the data set chosen from the cluster classification from K-means as input to the SVM model as part of the supervised learning ) indicating whether the download of the requested segment resulted in a freeze or not. Machine learning algorithm is at the core of the Video Stall predictor. The logs are preprocessed, filtered and cleaned to ensure that we include all different types of video streaming requests, every type of video profile is requested, major streaming format requests are included, network & video configurations are captured in the logs. There was a total of 12500 clients' logs & nearly 17800 SDN & video head-end service logs have been collected, resulting in almost 3.8 million individual segment requests. Only 3.8% of the segment requests are affected by a video stall. Figure 5 & 6 capture the comparison analysis summary of various Machine Learning algorithms on their ability to correctly predict video stall occurrence and video stall duration. From the results, we can observe that K-SVM based machine learning was able to predict both video stall occurrence (96.5%) and duration (97%) with higher degree of accuracy and fidelity compared to other learning algorithms including Gradient Boost & Random Forest. In general, we observe that accuracy of most algorithms including K-SVM deteriorate as the chunk duration increases. This can be explained by the fact that players have to download minimum number of segments (based on their configuration) before they can start playback even when they recover from a network congestion. As the chunk duration increases, the time taken to download the segment will naturally increase resulting in a higher probability of re-buffering and video stall. Potentially there are more major and minor stalls versus no stalls. The ability of the learning algorithm to differentiate a minor stall versus a no stall comes under the scanner for higher chunk durations. While the relative accuracy of most algorithms is lower for higher chunk durations, we can clearly see that K-SVM still performs significantly better than other algorithms. Also, it is to be noted that this performance improvement is consistent across different encodings.
Further we observe that regular SVM based learning offers fairly reasonable degree of accuracy for small chunk durations, but prediction accuracy deteriorates as chunk duration increases. This can also be explained by the fact the SVM tends to perform better when combined with kmeans clustering, which helps isolate highly informative data samples in each cluster and also provides misclassification data points across the cluster boundarythis is true especially for improving prediction accuracy around minor stalls and no stalls. Figure 8 above, shows the prediction accuracy both on video stall occurrence and duration across trained and untrained data. As discussed earlier, Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG-4) encoded video streaming logs and data samples were not used for training the machine learning models and were used directly for validation. While we observe that overall prediction accuracy is lower . We consider these experimental to justify our choice of employing k-means clustering to initially classify the samples into different cluster groups based on the different feature inputs before applying SVM since the data is sharply skewed towards no stall groups.
The entire data set was divided into data for training the Video Stall predictor (80%) with a small percentage of data kept for validating the model (20%). The logs were collected for the following videos: Fast Forward MPEG (FFMPEG) encoded, H.264, YouTube encoded, Audio Video Interleave (AVI) encoded videos are used to train the predictor. The remaining 15% is used as validation set. Moreover, few MPEG-4 encoded videos were additionally used to validate the model as untrained videos. This choice allows to assess to what extent the predictor can adapt to untrained videos, which is a fundamental requirement for the real deployment of the proposed approach. We compare the performance of the K-SVM algorithm in the Video predictor using four other popular classifiers: Random Forest, AdaBoost, GradientBoost and standard SVM classifiers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented a novel framework for detecting 3 major factors affecting the video streaming quality, i.e. stall occurrence, stall duration, video stream through flow control prioritization and QOE improvement through alternate path delivery driven by SDN controller. Next, we demonstrated through evaluations from streaming logs in a large scale MPVD broadband and mobile network that the proposed models can detect different levels of video stall occurrence, duration with an accuracy of 97% for trained videos and over 92% for untrained videos. One of the major discoveries of the paper is that the changes in chunk size, network access round trip delays, video bitrate requested by clients have a major impact on the occurrence & resolution of video stalls. The incorporation of these features in our video stall prediction framework results in significant improvements in accuracy, sensitivity of the prediction to detect minor stalls and high fidelity. We showed that the framework can perform very well on real production datasets including the untrained video sets using a few key performance metrics and without the need to instrument clients or additional vantage points, so it can easily be deployed by MPVDs in the future.
